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ABSTRACT 
Compactness results of Cobos and Peetre [3] guarantee that the interpolated operator is compact 
assuming that all but two restrictions of the operator (located in adjacent vertices) are compact. 
Comparing these results with others in the literature, one might expect that the same conclusion holds 
under weaker compactness conditions. However, the Cobos-Peetre results are best possible as we 
show by means of counterexamples. 
1. SETTING OF THE PROBLEM 
The behaviour of compact operators under interpolation methods defined by 
means of polygons has been extensively studied by Cobos and Peetre [3] and later 
by Cobos, Kuhn and Schonbek [2]. Cobos and Peetre deal with the case when the 
interpolated operator acts between two K-spaces or two J-spaces, while Cobos, 
Kuhn and Schonbek pay attention to operators acting from a J-space into a 
K-space. In both situations, developments are based on compactness results of 
Lions-Peetre type, that is to say, on the special case when one of the Banach 
N-tuples reduces to a single Banach space. Let us review the relevant construc- 
tions and results. 
Let 17 = P1 . . PN be a convex polygon in lR2, with vertices P/ = (Xi, vj), and 
let 2 = {A i , . , AN} be a Banach N-tuple, that is, a family of N Banach spaces 
all of them continuously embedded in a common linear Hausdorff space. We 
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imagine each space Aj as sitting on the vertex Pj. Form the sum C(A) = 
A1 +.. . + AN and the intersection A(A) = A1 I-I . . . n AN. 
Given any interior point (a, /3) of 17 [(a, p) E Int Ii’] and 1 s q S CO, the 
space &, p), q; K consists of all a in C(A) which have a finite norm 
llall(a,p),q;K = ( $ g ~t-a+w4w))q pg’” (if q < 03) 
II4 (a,fl),m;K = is~u~~{t-“s-BK(t,s;n)l 
where K(t, s; a) is the following functional 
Observe the role played by the polygon 17 in the definition of the K-functional: 
Since the space Aj is sitting on the vertex Pj = (xj, yj), we affect by the factor 
tX/sYj the norm of the element belonging to Aj in the decomposition of a. 
The space A(a,~),q;J is formed by all those a in C(A) for which there is a 
strongly measurable A(d)-valued function u = u(t, s) such that 
(1) a = T 4 u(t,s) + y 
and 
(the integral should be replaced by the supremum if q = CO). Here 
J(t,s; w) = max {tx~sY~ /Iw~/~~}. 
IjjjN 
The norm II . II(aJ),q;J on -+aJ),q;J is given by the infimum of the values of the 
integral (2) over all such representations (1) of a. 
K- and J-spaces do not coincide in general, but we have the following con- 
tinuous inclusion (see [3], Theorem 1.3) 
Next we state the compactness result of Lions-Peetre type established by Cobos 
and Peetre in [3], 9 4. 
Theorem 1. Let Ii’ = PI .. PN be a convex polygon with Pj = (Xj, yj), let Pk, 
Pk+ 1 be twofixed adjacent vertices of II, let (CX, ,O) E Int 17 and 1 s q 5 CO. As- 
sume that 2 = {Al,. . . , AN} is a Banach N-tuple, that B is a Banach space and 
that T is a linear operator. 
(9 If 
T: Aj + B is bounded for all I 5 j 5 N 
and 
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T:Aj+Biscompact forall 15 j 5 N withj#k,k+l, 
then 
T : &J),~;K ---f B 
is also compact. 
(ii) rf 
and 
T : B + Aj is bounded for all 1 5 j 5 N 
T:B-+Ajiscompact foralll SjiNwithj#k,kfI, 
then _ 
T : B + A(cx,~),~;J 
is compact as well. 
If we replace in (i) the K-space by the J-space and in (ii) the J-space by the 
K-space, then it has been shown by Cobos, Kuhn and Schonbek in [2], $4, that 
compactness in just one of the restrictions of T is enough to assure that the in- 
terpolated operator is compact. 
Since Theorem 1 requires compactness in all restrictions of the operator ex- 
cept for two, while the result of Cobos, Kuhn and Schonbek works for com- 
pactness in just one of the restrictions, one might expect that Theorem 1 can be 
improved. In other words, that the same conclusion follows from weaker com- 
pactness assumptions on the restrictions than those in (i) and (ii). 
However, this is not the case. We show here by means of counterexamples that 
Theorem 1 is best possible. We also prove that the assumption of being adjacent 
for the exceptional vertices in Theorem 1 is essential for the result. 
2. OPTIMALITY 
Given any positive sequence (wn) and 1 5 p 5 00, we define 
lp(%) = {(rn) : (WI&In) E 47) 
where ZP stands for the usual space of scalar sequences. We shall work with 
N-tuples formed by weighted spaces of the type above. 
Our next result shows that Theorem 1 is optimal in general. 
Counterexample 2. Let 17 = PI . . PN be any convex polygon, let Pi, Pk, P, be 
three fixed vertices of 17 and let (a, /3) E Int 17 such that (a, /3) belongs to the 
triangle with vertices Pi, Pk, P,. 
In order to see that Theorem 1 (i) fails if the compactness condition is not ful- 
filled at three of the vertices of 17, take B = lm, 
for j = i,k,r 
otherwise, 
and choose T as the identity operator T(&) = (En). It is clear that 
T : Aj + B is bounded for all 1 5 j 2 N 
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and that 
T:lm(n)-lm 
is compact because it is the limit of a sequence of finite rank operators. So we are 
in the same assumptions as in Theorem l(i) except for three restrictions of T, 
namely 
T:Aj+B forj=i,k,r, 
are not compact. Let us check that the interpolated operator 
T : &B),~:K + B 
is not compact either. 
For the purpose of identifying the space Ac,,~J, m;K, we denote by Pa,0 the 
collection of all those triples {a, b, d} such that (o, /3) can be written as a convex 
combination of the vertices Pa, Pb, Pd. We put (wj(n)) for the weight of the space 
Aj. According to [l], Theorem 2.3, we have that 
(3) &8),oo:K = .Gc(%.p(n)) 
where 
~~,a@) = m’ { in w,“(n)~p(n)~F(n) : {a,b,d} E Pa,~} 
and (c,, C-6, cd) are the barycentric coordinates of (cy, p) with respect to Pa, Pb, 
pd. 
It follows from {i, k, r} E Pa,p that 
~~,p(n) = 1 for n = 1,2 ,... 
Therefore 
Since T is the identity operator, it is obvious that 
T:A (a,S),m:K = I cx -+B=l, 
fails to be compact. Hence Theorem 1 (i) is best possible. 
Next we show that Theorem 1 (ii) cannot be improved either by weakening the 
compactness conditions. Take now B = II (n), 
11(n) forj= i,k,r 
11 otherwise, 
and choose again T as the identity operator. Then 
T : B + Aj is bounded for all 1 5 j 5 N 
and 
T : B + Ai is compact for all 1 5 j 5 N with j # i, k, r. 
Nevertheless, 
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is not compact. Indeed, using [l], Theorem 2.5, we have 
(4) &,B),l,J = ~1(%,0(n)) 
where 
w,,;~(n) = rnax{,~(,)W~(iz)W~(,) : {a,b,d} E Pa,,}. 
This weight is equal to the sequence (YZ) because (a, p) belongs to the triangle Pi, 
Pk, P,.. Whence 
‘$J),l;J = II(n) 
and again the identity operator of It (n) is not compact. 
We close the note by showing that the assumption of being adjacent for the 
exceptional vertices in Theorem 1 is essential for the result. 
Counterexample 3. Let 17 = PI . P2v be a regular polygon with 2N vertices 
and let (CX, p) be the center of Ii? For j = 1,. , N, the vertices Pj and P/+N are 
symmetrical with respect to (a, p), i.e. 
(5) (alp) zipi+fpi,N. 
Put 
Aj = Aj+N = La(wj(n)), Bj = Bj+N = II (W,,(n)) 
where (wj(n)) are positive sequences and j = 1:. , N. It follows from (3), (4) 
and (5) that 
(6) A(O); x; K = 1, ,<mm,iw,i(+ =I~(wl(n))+“‘+l~(WN(Y1)) 
> 
and 
(7) Bccr,~), iiJ = 11 max 
I SjCN 
{W#)] = II (Wl (n)) n . . n ll (WN(n)). 
Consequently, taking 
1, for j = 1 and N + 1 
l,(n) otherwise, 
B = 1, and T(6) = (6)) 
we obtain an operator which is compact from Aj + B for all j except for two 
corresponding to non-adjacent vertices, but whose restriction to A(,, 01, X; K = I,, 
fails to be compact. 
A similar counterexample can be given for case (ii) by using weighted Ii -spaces 
and formula (7). 
Counterexamples 2 and 3 make clear the gap between Theorem 1 and com- 
pactness results of Cobos, Kuhn and Schonbek [2], 4 4. 
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